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Bottle Station (DS0761) / Bucket Station (DS0760)
Bottle/Bucket Combo Station (DS0763)
Overview

This manual will focus on the EcoFill2 Bottle/Bucket Combo Station (DS0763) as it requires the same installation and
information for the individual Bottle and Bucket Stations. The EcoFill2 chemical dispenser series combines the proven
technology of the EcoFill2 with a new look and modular chemical enclosures.
The dispenser series accurately dilutes chemical concentrates with water and dispenses the diluted mixture at either a high
flow rate to fill buckets and scrubbers or a low flow rate to fill bottles and small containers.

Each dispenser can be set up to meet specific application needs with the ability to offer:
•

High and low flow dispensing

•

Optional pre-installation for 5 minute setup

•

Pre-manufactured pick-up assembly
speeds installations

•

Bottle filling or bucket filling

•

Optional 1 Gallon (3.78 Liter) product cabinets

•

Supplied metering tips allow for leaner
ratios of dilution

•

Dilution ratios up to 3:1 for low flow dispensing
and up to 7:1 for high flow dispensing

•

Pre-installed tips and labeled cover for
faster installation

•

Selector valve option to dispense more than
one product per dispensing unit

•

0-ring seal on metering tips and select valve
improves dispensing accuracy

Warnings

All installations must conform to local plumbing codes
and use approved backflow prevention devices.
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Operational Requirements
Water Supply Requirements - Temperature and Water Pressure
Minimum
20 psi (1.38 bar)

Maximum
125 psi (8.62 bar)
150°F (65.5°C)

Installation
Mounting - Dispenser Only
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Remove selector knobs (if installed) by pulling on the knobs.
Remove the dispenser cover by depressing the tab on the top of the cover.
Position the dispenser on the wall and mark the screw locations.
Green Concepts containers can be no greater than 6’ (1.83 meters) below the dispenser.
Drill holes with ¼” cement bit and install the supplied anchors in the wall.
Mount the dispenser to the wall with the supplied screws.
Replace the cover and any selector knob.

Metering Tips Pick-up Tubes
1.
		
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Dispenser is supplied with common metering tip/product combinations.
If changes are desired, unscrew the tips for the selector valve inlets that will be changed.
Choose the appropriate color metering tip based on the supplied metering tip chart.
Screw the metering tip into the inlet barb on the dispenser head.
Cut to length the supply tube to remove excess tubing.
Install the pick-up assemblies over the selector valve inlets.
Add product circles to the label as required.
Replace the cover and any selector knobs.
Place pick-up assemblies into Green Concepts product containers.

Water Supply

1. Water supply must have a pressure between 20 psi (1.38 bar) and 125 psi (8.62 bar).
2. Attach the water supply hose to the water inlet of the EcoFill dispenser.
3. Install the dual shut-off Y on the faucet (if desired) and attach the water supply hose to the Y or directly to the faucet.
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Operation
Dispensing of diluted chemical can be performed in a number
of ways depending on the dispenser.
● Lever / Button Activation – The unit can be operated by pushing
up on the lever. This lever can be locked in an “On” position by
depressing the lever inward. To unlock the “On” position, either
depress the lever or push up on the bottle fill lever.
● Bottle Fill Activation – Slide a bottle up to the bottom of the unit and
push up on the shown lever.

Lever
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Troubleshooting

(Some models may not include all items listed below)

Symptom

Probable Cause

Remedy

Proportioner fails to
draw chemical properly.

1. Insufficient water supply pressure.
2. Foot valve has dirt/chemical buildup.
3. Proportioner metering tip clogged
with dried chemical.
4. Mineral deposits are located on Air
Gap nozzle.
5. Bucket fill (4 GPM) side appears to
have slow flowing water stream.

1. 20 PSI is the minimum allowable pressure. Seek
Plumber if necessary to increase water pressure.
2. Soak in hot water to clean.
3. Soak in hot water to clean interior passages.
4. Soak nozzle and inlet screen in hot water or
product such as GC25 to clean mineral deposits.
5. Flow disc assembly must be removed from lower
section of water valve assembly if installed.

“Air Gap” Proportioner
is dripping or spraying
a mist (fan pattern) of
water.

1. Mineral deposits are located on Air
Gap nozzle.

1. Soak nozzle and inlet screen in hot water or off
the shelf product such as GC25 to clean and
remove mineral deposits.

Water valve is not
shutting off completely.

1. “Sliding lever” return spring may be 1. Remove cover and visually check for sliding lever
missing.
return spring. Replace if missing.
2. “Sliding lever” is not returning all
2. Remove cover and visually check for any tubes
the way down due to interference
rubbing the sliding lever. Routing of chemical
between the sliding lever and either
supply and outlet tubing must not restrict the
the chemical supply and/or outlet
movement of the sliding lever. Reroute tubing.
tubing.
3. Don’t pull the bucket fill outlet hose too tight from
3. Bucket fill outlet hose is catching
either side otherwise sliding lever may not return
the bottom edge of the sliding lever
properly.
during normal usage.

Water valve is leaking.

1. Enclosing tube nut is too loose.
2. One or more of the valve o-ring
connections are out-of-position.
Identify each leak before
disassembly.

Threaded connections
are leaking water.

1. The connection between the blend 1. Shut water supply off first. Carefully tighten the
center and water supply line is too
female hose coupling on the blend center to the
loose or rubber washer is missing.
inlet water supply line. Do not overtighten.
2. Backflow prevention devices and/or 2. Tighten loose connection(s) with tools if
proportioners are too loose.
necessary. Do not overtighten if using tools.

Proportioner continues
to draw chemical after
water valve is closed.

1. Concentrated chemical is
positioned higher than the
proportioner.
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1. Shut water supply off first. Hand-tighten the
enclosing Hose nut. Do not overtighten w/tool.
2. “O-ring” seals may be pushed out of place or
missing when sub-assembling valve together.

1. Move the concentrated chemical so it is lower
than the proportioner.

